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Day 1 – 27-Apr-2014, Sunday – Reno








My flight from St. Louis to Denver was full of robotic nerds (i.e. 1678 Citrus Circuits) attending the St. Louis FIRST
Robotics Championship.
Arrived Reno, Sunday 10:00ish. Retrieved rental Yukon (free upgrade) and headed out.
1st stop Grand Sierra Resort (the GSR in the local parlance), and early enough for the
breakfast buffet. Being sufficiently stuffed, played some blackjack. Dealers burned 1/3
deck at a double deck game. Nice place, good food. +$15
Headed toward downtown, stopping at a quickie mart for bottled water. I still don’t trust
Nevada tap water - ever since ‘the incident’.
Checked into the Eldorado, 8th floor. First (but certainly not last) time this trip we’re asked if we’re bowlers.
1st stop downtown – Cal-Neva. Dealers only burned a half dozen cards, woo hoo. -$25



Harrah’s. Roy explains that Norma has been playing lots of blackjack on the iPad and has concluded that it’s
unwise to hit any 12. Any hand of 12 is come to be known as the dreaded ‘Norma’. -$50



Circus-Circus. Good rules and good soundtrack. Giving away stuffed
animals for suited blackjacks. One dealer decided
we all needed lots of stuffed animals, we each walk
away with a bag full of whales, dolphins, seals,
turtles… and a deck of cards. Even the rally turtle
can’t help at the table: -$50



We walk through the Silver Legacy which has some huge mining rig in the middle of the casino.

Day 2 – 28-Apr-2014, Monday – Sparks
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Headed down Virginia St. to the Peppermill ("Peepermill” in GPS speak) for breakfast. Buffet motif somewhat
resembles the Fremont in Vegas. Only open blackjack tables are all busy, so we continue on.



Next stop Atlantis Casino (also on Virginia). +$2.50 (snapper)



From south Reno, headed to Sparks – first
stop is a small truck stop/casino – the
Alamo on the east side of Sparks. We
joined the only open table and the truck
driver playing blackjack. Quite an
informal casino – telephone page at pit is
answered by a truck driver as pit boss
strolls away; someone brings in a pizza
from the outside. -$50



Started making our way back west, stopping at the Western Village.
Another place that looks more like a truck stop. Same parent company as
Peppermill. -$50
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Rail City -$100



Next John Ascuaga’s Nugget, which is kinda under and around I-80. Couple of annoying patrons, E-cig and his
buddy, join our table – playing $200/$500 per hand. Ask for their own table, and are
obliged. Are overheard threatening to leave table (because of new dealer?) Back at
our table, the dealer is explaining the theory of blackjack. You rarely hit against a
dealer’s ace because there’s only 3 cards that will help his hand, etc., etc. One player
at our table likes my cutting – sits out one round when I don’t cut. +$27.




Looked for a brew pub in Sparks, but by all appearances it was closed.
Back at the Eldorado, we attempted to eat at the Brews Brothers but they weren’t serving food at 9:00 pm?
Went to a café at the Eldorado for a burger. Won $168 playing a 3 spot keno ticket (lucky numbers being
Michael Jackson’s birthday). +$156.

Day 3 - 29-Apr-2014, Tuesday – Tahoe


Set sail for North Lake Tahoe. Took the Mt. Rose Highway to Crystal Bay, NV.



Parked at the Tahoe Biltmore and walked through – tables didn’t open until
11:00. Played at a multi-player blackjack video machine to kill some time.



Walked across the street to the Crystal Bay Casino, spent an entertaining couple of hours. Tables weren’t open
yet, but the dealer was starting to shuffle. Waited around, noted the money
machine booth that turned on every few minutes to whirl the bills – turned out to
be quite annoying. Finally opened blackjack table, was joined by a couple
celebrating their 50th wedding anniversary. He told story about how he met his wife
at college. Told her some BS story about a poem’s meaning, which she in turn
related to the teacher, and the teacher ridiculed her. Fifty years later, and she’s
almost forgiven him. In talking with one dealer, she related that she had worked at
the Bunny Ranch, and could be seen on the HBO series about same. Pit boss says
that the Biltmore is bank owned, bleeding money and a decision was to be made soon as to whether or not to
keep it open. +$15
Walked back across the highway to the Tahoe Biltmore. Only table game open is Super Fun 21 with goofy rules
like the Las Vegas Club used to play: double down on 3 or more cards, 6 non busting cards win automatically,
blackjacks pay even money, … +$28
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Drove on down to the Hyatt Regency. Took more effort than it should have to find it. Only ones playing at any
table. -$150.
Drove on down to South Tahoe. Stopped at a turnout for some pictures for the obligatory sightseeing.



Ate at Chevy’s on the California side.



Harrah’s. -$70.




Harvey’s - $5 table completely full, $25 table completely empty. Didn’t play.
Drove on over to Minden to play at the Carson Valley Inn. Road construction, but short delay. Nice dealer,
Sandy, who we promised to hire when we opened our casino. After being busted out by Sandy, I joined a couple
of brothers at another table who were farmers (40 acres of hazelnuts) in California. They were lamenting the
tree huggers who were keeping water from the valley to protect the Delta smelt fish. A local told us about two

The dealers were forced to listen to the same
endless loop of songs. One particular song had the
dealers howling (literally) at the speakers.
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horses in the Derby with owners from the area. Told us to bet on California Chrome. (5/3/2014 Update:
California Chrome wins the Kentucky Derby) -$100.


Made our way back to Reno, ignoring the pleading of the GPS to
make a U-turn on the interstate. Tried to eat the Cal-Neva
cheap steak and egg breakfast, but the café was closed, and the
downstairs grill wasn’t cooking breakfast for another 20
minutes. Instead went to the Nugget and had the ‘Awful Awful
Burger’ – a big hamburger served with an outrageous amount of
French fries.

Day 4 – 30-Apr-2014, Wednesday – Carson City/Verdi


Headed to Carson City and the Fandango Casino. Roy’s GPS keeps telling us to turn onto “So (pronounced ‘sew’)
Virginia”, and keeps recalculating. Had a good $3.99 steak and egg breakfast. -$150.



On to downtown and the Carson Nugget. +$40.



Gold Dust West. +$27.



Drove back to Reno. Once again Rooster’s GPS tells us to turn onto “So Virginia”,
and keeps recalculating. We make it out to Verdi and the Boomtown Casino.
Rooster talks Hawaii with a dealer who reminds me of actress Laurie Metcalf. She
never watched Roseanne, but starts quoting lines from Sheldon Cooper’s mother.
After playing for a while, she tells us to “Buckle up, it’s going to get rocky.” ‘Dr. Phil’
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joins our table, pulls out a horse choking wad of bills for his 1st $500 buy in. Plays $25 blackjack bet + $25 Royal
Match bet. Gets really loud when he wins a suited blackjack (for example) – has to call the pit boss over every
time to show him. Buys in at least three more times while we’re there – another $500 in $20s, $360 in $10s, and
$250 in $5s. Repeatedly promises either $50 to the cutter, or $25 to everybody at the table for a royal match.
Never hit one while we were there. Orders two T-bone dinners to go from the pit boss. John hits a royal match
(with no side bet) and Dr. Phil tells him he should be in a mental institution. Tells the table it’s stupid to ever hit
soft 18. We continue to hit soft 18 as required. Dr. Phil makes offers to all female honey bunny, sweetie pie
dealers for moonlight dinners. No takers. He has a peculiar habit of pulling back his dealer toke bet and giving
the dealer the winnings only if he wins. None of the dealers complain. We never find out if Dr. Phil may be a
retired medical doctor, have a doctorate, or maybe have an honorary degree from the Boomtown. +$18.
Hit the Atlantis for the most excellent Wednesday night steak and crab dinner buffet.
Back in downtown Reno, we
hit the Siena – on the other
side of the Truckee River.
Watch an obnoxious drunk
get kicked out. +$110.

Day 5 – 1-May-2014, Thursday – Reno


Rooster has an early flight and catches the Eldorado shuttle to the airport. John and I check in the Yukon and
catch our respective flights, first to Vegas where we briefly catch up with each other and then it’s back to the
real world.
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Final thoughts:
Several people tell us we should go to Virginia City – the Nevada capital ;) – old west type town, saloons.
‘The Norma’ is firmly entrenched in the Reno area vernacular.
GPS’s talk funny: “Peepermill”, “Boolevard”, “So Virginia” ….
Didn’t make it to the Sands Regency and didn’t play at the Silver Legacy – next trip.
Thanks to the crew for indulging me with my green notebook and itinerary.

